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Abstract

Mean Average Precision (mAP) is the primary evalua-
tion measure for object detection. Although object detec-
tion has a broad range of applications, mAP evaluates de-
tectors in terms of the performance of ranked instance re-
trieval. Such the assumption for the evaluation task does not
suit some downstream tasks. To alleviate the gap between
downstream tasks and the evaluation scenario, we propose
Optimal Correction Cost (OC-cost), which assesses detec-
tion accuracy at image level. OC-cost computes the cost
of correcting detections to ground truths as a measure of
accuracy. The cost is obtained by solving an optimal trans-
portation problem between the detections and the ground
truths. Unlike mAP, OC-cost is designed to penalize false
positive and false negative detections properly, and every
image in a dataset is treated equally. Our experimental re-
sult validates that OC-cost has better agreement with hu-
man preference than a ranking-based measure, i.e., mAP
for a single image. We also show that detectors’ rankings
by OC-cost are more consistent on different data splits than
mAP. Our goal is not to replace mAP with OC-cost but pro-
vide an additional tool to evaluate detectors from another
aspect. To help future researchers and developers choose a
target measure, we provide a series of experiments to clarify
how mAP and OC-cost differ.

1. Introduction
Evaluation measure is an important factor determining

the direction of the algorithm development. Most object
detection benchmarks adopt the mean average precision
(mAP) as their primary evaluation metric, and, therefore,
great efforts are made to achieve higher mAP scores. While
much research relies on mAP, we may not be completely
aware of the consequences of optimising mAP.

Mean average precision is a ranking measure used in the
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Figure 1. Toy example of three detectors and corresponding mAP
and OC-cost. Higher is better in mAP, and lower is better in OC-
cost. Top and middle: mAP does not treat each image equally.
Detector A and B get the same mAP even though detector B does
not produces any detections in the two images. Bottom: mAP does
not penalizes incorrect detections ranked lower than correct ones.

information retrieval community [20]. Originally, the VOC
challenge adopted mAP and included it into the evaluation
protocol for object detection [7]. In this evaluation protocol,
all detected instances are ranked in the order of their con-
fidence scores. Then, the average precision (AP) for each
object category is calculated from the precision/recall curve
of the ranked instances. Mean average precision summa-
rizes the individual APs by averaging them across all cate-
gories. Evaluation using mAPs views object detection as a
task to rank detected instances for each category. However,
the range of real-world applications of detection algorithms
is broad, and the ranking measures may not always be the
appropriate objective to be optimized.

Figure 1 illustrates the characteristic behaviors of the
mAP measure. Suppose we have three detectors A, B, and
C. Each detector attempts to find ducks and donkeys from
a database consisting of three images. Detectors A and
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B result in the identical mAP scores, although detector B
completely ignores two of the three images. This exam-
ple demonstrates that mAP does not treat images equally,
and a detector does not get penalized for not producing any
detections in some images in the dataset. Consistent op-
eration on variety of images is a critical property in many
real-world applications. For example, in autonomous driv-
ing, neglecting the performance in rare scenes may lead to
serious risks. However, mAP does not capture such local
performance drop. One remedy to mitigate this problem is
to compute mAP for individual images by considering each
image as a dataset, which has only one sample.

There is another issue in ranking measure-based eval-
uation. The example of detector C illustrates how mAP
ignores some types of incorrect detections, which is non-
intuitive. Detector C is an extreme example that only detects
donkeys. Detector C produces many incorrect donkey de-
tections, however, mAP does not penalize the incorrect de-
tections as the detections are ranked lower than the correct
one. Although the mAP’s behavior is reasonable for eval-
uation of a ranking problem such as content-based image
retrieval, some applications need different type of evalua-
tion. For example, services like an on-demand visual recog-
nition API, where various users independently upload their
images, have to provide consistent performance for a wide
range of images. For such services, the detection accuracy
in the image level is more important than the per-class rank-
ing performance over the entire dataset.

There are also several problems in the mAP’s implemen-
tation. In mAP, each prediction is assigned to a ground truth
to determine if the prediction is successful or not. However,
the assignment is obtained in a greedy fashion, which the
obtained solution may not be optimal. Non-optimal assign-
ment may underrate detection results. Furthermore, mAP
commonly uses thresholding on the intersection over union
(IoU) scores to determine the success or failure of each de-
tection. Prior research has shown that due to this threshold-
ing, mAP does not reflect how well the predicted bound-
ing box localizes the ground-truth instance [15]. Lastly,
in mAP, classification is more critical than the localiza-
tion quality. All detections are first grouped based on the
predicted category, and misclassifications are considered as
complete failures regardless of their localization quality.

In this paper, we propose a new evaluation measure
called Optimal Correction Cost (OC-cost) that aims to eval-
uate the detection accuracy at the image level. Different
from mAP that evaluates ranked instances detected in a
whole dataset, OC-cost evaluates detection result for a sin-
gle image, and the score is independent from other images.
Specifically, we evaluate the detection performance using
the cost of correcting detections to the ground truths. We
expect that our evaluation measure better suits applications
where image-level detection accuracy is critical.

To address the aforementioned problems, we formulate
the computation of OC-cost as an optimal transportation
problem. For every detection and ground-truth pair, we de-
fine a unit correction cost that consists of a classification and
localization cost. Given the pair-wise correction costs, we
find the globally optimal assignment that minimizes the to-
tal cost by solving an optimal transportation problem. This
approach, inspired by the previous work [8], avoids non-
optimal assignments of detections to ground truths and IoU
thresholding. The approach also allow users to balance clas-
sification and localization assessment. We explore the po-
tential of the optimal transportation cost as an alternative
evaluation measure for detection tasks and re-define it as an
evaluation measure.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We develop an alternative evaluation measure for ob-
ject detection tasks. Unlike mAP, which evaluates
the performance of instance ranking, ours evaluates
image-level detection accuracy. Image-level evalua-
tion is suitable for some applications where a detector
is expected to work consistently over various images.

• We conduct a series of experiments to illustrate the
behavior of OC-cost and how OC-cost differs from a
ranking measure-based evaluation, i.e., mAP. We also
demonstrate that our measure is useful for developing
detectors by tuning post-processing parameters.

2. Related Works
PASCAL VOC challenge introduced mAP for object de-

tection evaluation [7]. Given a ranked list of all detected
instances, a precision/recall curve is computed. mAP sum-
marizes the precision/recall curve by computing the mean
precision at equally spaced recall values. Each instance
is labeled as true positive if the instance’s IoU is larger
than a predefined threshold. However, the binary judgment
based on thresholding lacks the capability to describe the
localization quality. To alleviate the problem, a variant of
mAP is proposed for COCO object detection task. COCO-
style mAP [14] averages mAPs over multiple IoU thresh-
olds ranging from 0.5 to 0.95.

Some previous works have proposed fixed measures to
mitigate the limitations of mAP. LRP [15] is designed to dis-
tinguish the characteristics of precision/recall curves. LRP
also introduces the average IoU of true positive instances in
the measure to reflect localization quality. Another research
group pointed out that, due to a certain implementation of
mAP, AP is not category independent [5]. Specifically, the
limitation on detections per image can eliminate detections
of rare categories with low confidence scores. As a result,
mAP can be substantially degraded. They proposed a fixed
evaluation protocol that limits the number of detections per
category instead of limiting detections per image. They also
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Figure 2. Overview of OC-cost. Given a set of detections and ground truths, we construct a cost matrix. Each element represents the cost
of correction for a pair of a detection and a ground truth. We obtain optimal assignment of the detections to the ground truths by solving
an optimal transportation problem. Based on the assignment, we aggregate the correction costs as the measure of detection performance.

proposed a variant of mAP, which evaluates cross-category
ranking. Their mAP variant is employed by LVIS’21 [9].
TIDE tries to reveal how a detector fails by computing mAP
drop caused by certain types of errors, e.g., localization er-
ror and misclassification [11]. Probabilistic object detec-
tion indicates another direction of evaluation [10]. They
proposed a new format of detection that requires to report
uncertainty of detections. Their measure evaluates if the de-
tector can accurately estimate the uncertainty of detection.

Our measure is inspired by two prior works. The first
one is building detection evaluation [16]. The evaluation
measure matches predicted segments of buildings and ref-
erences by solving a bipartite graph matching problem,
then computes a shape-aware distance between matched
segments. The second work is a recently proposed learn-
ing method for object detection [8]. Their loss function
is computed by solving an optimal transportation problem
between predicted anchors and ground truths. Their loss
function aims to promote the proper assignment of anchors
to supervision during training. Since this loss function is
not designed to evaluate the final detection results, it is
not straightforward to use their formulation for evaluation.
Their formulation assumes one-to-many matching where
each ground truth can be assigned to multiple anchors, and
the loss values for different samples are not comparable. To
extend the idea to an image-level detection evaluation, we
reformulate the optimal transportation problem.

3. Optimal Correction Cost-based Measure
For image-level evaluation, we consider costs to correct

detections as a performance measure. Figure 2 illustrates
the overview of our measure. We assess the cost of correc-
tion for every detection and ground truth pair. To compute

the cost, we evaluate classification and localization errors.
We then construct a cost matrix consisting of the pairwise
costs. To find an optimal assignment of the detections to the
ground truths, we solve an optimal transportation problem
on the cost matrix [1], then compute the OC-cost on the as-
signment. To aggregate OC-costs on a dataset, we average
the image-level OC-costs over all images.

3.1. Optimal Transportation Problem

We formulate the problem of finding assignment of de-
tections to ground truths for correction cost assessment as
an optimal transportation problem. The goal of an optimal
transportation problem is to find an optimal transportation
plan to move goods from a collection of suppliers to a col-
lection of demanders. Suppose there are m suppliers and
n demanders. The supplier i holds si units of goods, and
the demander j needs dj units of goods. Transporting a
unit of goods from a supplier i to a demander j costs ci,j
which constructs a pair-wise cost matrix. The goal is to
transport all goods at the minimal total cost. Precisely, we
consider the following optimization problem to find the op-
timal transportation plan π∗:

π∗ = argmin
π

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ci,jπi,j , (1)

s.t.
m∑
i=1

πi,j = dj ,

n∑
j=1

πi,j = si, (2)

m∑
i=1

si =

n∑
j=1

dj , (3)

πi,j ≥ 0 (i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n). (4)
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The exact solution can be obtained with linear program-
ming. In our experiments, we use an off-the-shelf solver1.

3.2. Unit Correction Cost

We construct a pair-wise cost matrix each of which el-
ement represents a cost to correct a detection to a certain
ground truth. We call this a unit correction cost. Let bi be
the i-th bounding box and li be the bounding box’s cate-
gory label. pi is a confidence score for the i-th detection. A
unit cost to correct one detection i to a ground truth j is a
weighted sum of localization and classification costs as:

ci,j = λcloc(bi, bj) + (1− λ)ccls(pi, li, lj), (5)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter to balance localiza-
tion and classification costs. If the downstream task is lo-
calization error sensitive, e.g., autonomous driving, larger λ
is recommended.

We define a unit localization cost cloc(bi, bj) ∈ [0, 1] as

cloc(bi, bj) =
1−GIoU(bi, bj)

2
, (6)

where GIoU is the generalized IoU [19]. When two bound-
ing boxes are identical, the unit localization cost is zero.
Without IoU thresholding, our proposed measure smoothly
changes along with the localization quality.

A classification cost is defined as

ccls(pi, li, lj) =

{
1−pi

2 , if li = lj ,
1+pi

2 , otherwise.
(7)

For correctly labeled detections, higher confidence scores
are rewarded more, while misclassification is heavily pe-
nalized. Note that the unit cost is the sum of localization
and classification costs, we evaluate the localization quality
of misclassified detections.

There are two types of erroneous detections. A false pos-
itive detection refers to incorrectly detecting an instance,
e.g., due to detection in background, misclassification or
poor localization. Following Pascal VOC and COCO, when
there are multiple detections of the same instance, we con-
sider the redundant detections except the best one as false
positives. A false negative refers to the error of not detecting
a ground truth instance. While finding the optimal assign-
ment, false positive and negative detections have to be prop-
erly handled because involving false positives or negatives
in the assignment can break good matches of detections and
ground truths. To this end, we introduce a dummy detec-
tion and a dummy ground truth. False positive detections
are represented by a transportation from a detection to the
dummy ground truth, and false negatives are represented by
transportation from the dummy detection to a ground truth.

1https://PythonOT.github.io/

β = 0.3 β = 0.6

Figure 3. Assignment results with β = 0.3 and β = 0.6. A
ground truth (solid line) and a detection (dashed line) with the
same color are associated with each other. Gray represent that
the ground truth or detections are not associated with any detec-
tions or ground truths. The parameter β controls the upper limit
of the cost that a matched pair can take. Left: With smaller β,
the detection incorrectly labeled as orange is considered as a false
positive. Right: Larger β allow a detection with some errors to be
associated with a ground truth.

The unit cost to transport to or from the dummy is a param-
eter β. The parameter β controls the level of an acceptable
error for each assignment. With a smaller β, a detection is
more likely to be assigned to the dummy because assigning
a poor detection to a ground truth costs more than assign-
ing it to a dummy.With a larger β, the requirement for an
assignment is relaxed to some extent.When a downstream
task requires precise detections, using a smaller β is recom-
mended.

Figure 3 shows assignment results with different β. As-
sociated detections and ground truths are presented with the
same color. Gray indicates that the detection or the ground
truth is assigned with the dummy. As in Fig. 3, with a
smaller β, the detection with a classification error, which is
labeled as orange, is assigned with the dummy, thus the de-
tection is considered as a false positive. On the other hand,
with a larger β, the classification error is allowed to some
extent, and the detection is associated with a ground truth.
We keep the parameters λ and β controllable so that devel-
opers can tune OC-cost for their problems.

3.3. Correction Cost Computation

Suppose a detector produces m detections and the im-
age holds n ground truths. In our formulation, detections
are represented by suppliers, and ground truths are repre-
sented by demanders. With the dummy detection, we have
m + 1 suppliers that hold si units where i = 1, . . . ,m +
1. In the same way, the demanders need dj units where
j = 1, . . . , n + 1. We set the capacity of real suppliers
(s1, . . . , sm) and demanders (d1, . . . , dn) to 1. The capac-
ity of the dummy supplier sm+1 is set to n and the capacity
of the dummy demander dn+1 is set to m. After comput-
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Figure 4. Different types of errors are sequentially added to detec-
tions. OC-cost monotonically increases at every step.

ing the correction cost matrix, we obtain the optimal as-
signment, i.e., transportation plan π∗, by solving an optimal
transportation problem. Based on the optimal assignment,
we compute the correction cost. In this computation, the
cost of dummy to dummy transportation is ignored, thus we
set πm+1,n+1 to 0. The transportation plan is normalized
based on the remaining values.

π̃i,j =
π∗
i,j∑m

i=1

∑n
j=1 π

∗
i,j

. (8)

The final OC-cost c̃ is computed as:

c̃ =

m+1∑
i=1

n+1∑
j=1

ci,j π̃i,j . (9)

Although the computational cost increases as the num-
ber of detections per image increases, the processing time
remains reasonable for a practical number of detections.
When the number of detections is equal to the number of
ground truths, it takes about 22 seconds to compute OC-
costs on the MS COCO validation set.

4. Experimental Results
Experiments are done on MS COCO validation 2017

split, which has 5000 images with annotated instances of 80
categories [14]. We test five off-the-shelf detectors: Faster-
RCNN [18], RetinaNet [13], DETR [2], YOLOF [4], and
VFNet [21]. All the detectors use the ResNet-50 backbone.
We use pretained weights provided by MMDetection [3].

4.1. Toy Examples

To demonstrate how various types of errors affect OC-
cost, we compute OC-cost on toy examples. Figure 4 shows
three detection examples. From left to right, we sequen-
tially add different types of detection errors to the ground
truths. The left one shows the detections with small local-
ization errors. The OC-cost remains low for the detections.
In addition to the localization error, the middle one gets a
false positive detection that increases the OC-cost by 0.147.

A B

�

�

A B

����������

���������

��������������

��������

�������������

�������������
 ���������� ��������������

Figure 5. Examples of annotators’ votes. Annotators compare two
detection results and vote which one looks better. For each de-
tection results, mAP for single image and OC-cost are displayed.
OC-cost shows better agreement with human preference.

OC-cost mAP
(λ, β) (0.2, 0.6) (0.5, 0.6) (0.5, 0.3)

Accuracy 0.795 0.806 0.58 0.696

Table 1. Agreement with human preference. We compute OC-cost
and mAP for a single image and compare the measures’ preference
to human’s. The best accuracy is achieved by OC-cost at λ = 0.5
and β = 0.6.

In mAP, the effect of this false positive is determined de-
pending on detections in other images, and thus this error
may or may not affect mAP. In the right example, we per-
turb the predicted labels and confidence scores. This error
also boosts the OC-cost. As these examples shows, OC-cost
smoothly changes along with various types of image-level
detection errors.

4.2. Agreement with Human Preference

We validate OC-cost’s agreement with human prefer-
ence. Annotators compare the results of two detectors and
vote for the result which looks better. For each compared
detections, we calculate OC-costs and check if the mea-
sure has agreement with the human annotators. We use
RetinaNet and YOLOF as detectors, and sample 1057 im-
ages from the validation set. We choose the samples for
which OC-cost with different hyper-parameters show dif-
ferent preferences. The aim of this sampling is to choose
images where the two detectors differ to some extent, but
the preference may not be too obvious. Three annotators
worked for the data collection. We selected two out of three
annotators with the highest Krippendorff’s α [12], which
represents the degree of agreement. Krippendorff’s α for
the selected annotators is 0.46. We omit samples where the
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Figure 6. OC-cost examples. The parameters λ is 0.5, and β is 0.6. The detections (green) are produced by VFNet, and NMS is tuned on
OC-cost. Ground truths are represented by orange bounding boxes. OC-cost is displayed on the right bottom of each image.

votes are split and obtain 772 samples. Figure 5 shows ex-
amples of the detection results, corresponding quantitative
measures, and the annotators’ votes.

We test different hyper-parameters λ and β for OC-cost
by grid search. As a measure of agreement, accuracy is
computed as a proportion of pairs which the automatic mea-
sure and human annotators select the same detection results.
The results with three sets of parameters are shown in Ta-
ble 1. The highest accuracy 0.80 is obtained at λ = 0.5 and
β = 0.6. We also evaluate mAP for a single image. In a
similar way to the standard mAP, we can obtain category-
wise precision/recall curves for detections for a single im-
age, and compute mAP. The accuracy of mAP for a single
image is 0.69. This suggests that OC-cost is more consis-
tent with human preference. In the following experiments,
we use the best parameters λ = 0.5 and β = 0.6

4.3. Real-world Examples

To demonstrate OC-cost’s behavior, we show detection
examples on MS-COCO dataset and corresponding OC-
costs in Fig. 6. From left to right, the examples are dis-
played in the order of OC-cost. The top left detection ex-
ample, which successfully localizes and label the instances,
obtains a fairly low cost. The top middle example correctly
detects a dog but also has a redundant misclassified detec-
tion for which OC-cost penalizes. The top and bottom right
examples got high OC-costs as they failed to detect many
annotated instances.

mAP (↑) OC-cost (↓)

Faster-RCNN [18] 0.38 0.45
RetinaNet [13] 0.32 0.28
DETR [2] 0.40 0.57
YOLOF [4] 0.32 0.30
VFNet [21] 0.37 0.26

Table 2. mAP and OC-cost of the off-the-shelf detectors. mAP and
OC-cost result in opposite detector’s rankings. The result indicates
that mAP and OC-cost evaluates different aspects of detectors.

mAP (↑) OC-Cost (↓)

Faseter-RCNN [18] 0.38 0.45
RetinaNet [13] 0.37 0.52
DETR [2] 0.40 0.57
YOLOF [4] 0.38 0.54
VFNet [21] 0.44 0.54

Table 3. Performance of the off-the-shelf detectors with NMS pa-
rameters tuned on mAP. The best detector is highlighted in bold.

4.4. Evaluating Detectors

We evaluate the off-the-shelf detectors in terms of mAP
and OC-cost. Each detector’s hyper-parameters for Non-
maximum Suppression (NMS) are tuned on OC-cost. We
does not conduct hyper-parameter tuning for DETR because
it does not use NMS. Table 2 shows that the detectors’ rank-
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Figure 7. Detectors’ OC-costs with different λ. With small λ, OC-
cost emphasizes classification error, while larger λ emphasizes lo-
calization error. OC-costs of RetinaNet, YOLOF, and VFNet de-
crease with larger λ. This indicates that the error of the three de-
tectors mainly come from classification errors

ings considerably differ on mAP and OC-cost. Note that
this disagreement does not imply that one is correct and the
other is not, because the measures evaluates different as-
pects of detections. mAP evaluates precision/recall curves
of detected instances, whereas OC-cost evaluates the per
image similarity of detections and ground truths.

OC-cost rates VFNet the best when NMS parameters are
tuned on OC-cost. VFNet also performs the best in terms
of mAP when NMS is tuned on mAP as shown in Tab. 3.
This result indicates that VFNet successfully calibrates con-
fidence scores and proposals, and we can filter out noisy
detections easily by adjusting the confidence scores and the
IOU threshold. DETR results in high OC-cost, because it
outputs as many detections as possible, which leads to a
high false positive rate. If the false positive detections are
ranked lower, they hardly affect mAP. Different from mAP,
OC-cost penalizes excessive number of detections.

Figure 7 shows the detectors’ OC-costs with different λ.
A smaller λ emphasizes classification costs, while a larger
λ emphasizes localization costs. We observe that three de-
tectors, RetinaNet, YOLOF, and VFNet decrease their OC-
costs as λ gets larger. This indicates that their detection
errors are mainly due to classification failures.

4.5. Consistency Analysis

A common practice of benchmarking detectors is to test
detectors on a shared dataset and compare the evaluation
measure. For reliable comparison, it is important to check
that detectors rankings are not obtained by chance on a cer-
tain test set. To investigate the consistency of detectors’
rankings on different test sets, we evaluate detectors on re-
sampled datasets and check the distribution of the evalua-
tion measures computed on those datasets. Specifically, for
each trial, we randomly sample 30% of MS COCO valida-
tion 2017 split with replacement and calculate the measures
on the resampled data. We repeat this process 100 times and
report the distribution of sampled measurement values.

��� �������

Figure 8. Distribution of mAP and OC-cost by bootstrapping with
100 trials. For each trial, we randomly sample 30% of the valida-
tion set and compute mAP and OC-cost. The distribution’s over-
laps across detectors imply that the detectors’ rankings likely to
flip by chance.

Figure 8 shows the distributions of OC-cost and mAP.
The results of DETR is omitted for clarity. Full results are
in the supplementary material. We observe that the distribu-
tion of mAP overlaps across detectors. This result indicates
that the performance ranking can be flipped depending on
the test set. On the other hand, OC-cost’s variances remain
low on smaller test sets, and the ranking of detectors is sta-
ble. This result suggests that OC-cost enables more reliable
comparison of detectors.

4.6. Tuning NMS on OC-cost

As Tab. 2 shows, the preferences of mAP and OC-cost
are very different. This suggests that we obtain completely
different detectors depending on which measure is used to
tune the detector. To clarify this, we compare two VFNet
detectors whose NMS is tuned with mAP and OC-cost.

Figure 9 shows histograms of the number of detections
per image. The mAP forces the detector to make more de-
tections in order to increase the chances of a true positive
detection. As a result, a detector tuned with mAP will make
as many detections as possible in most images. On the other
hand, OC-cost penalizes false positive detections, thus the
number of detections per image is adjusted to be as many as
ground truths. We can see that the distribution of the num-
ber of detections tuned with OC-cost is close to the ground
truth’s distribution. Figure 10 shows examples of detections
tuned on mAP and OC-cost. OC-cost does not allow a large
number of low confidence detections to be included for the
purpose of increasing the recall.

mAP assumes that controlling the balance between pre-
cision and recall is each developer’s responsibility. Thus,
mAP may be useful when there is little knowledge about
downstream tasks. We recommend to tune NMS over OC-
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Figure 9. Distribution of number of detections by VFNet. Left:
The number of annotated instances. Each image has 7.2 annotated
instances on average. Center: When NMS parameters are tuned
to minimize OC-cost, the number of detections are adjusted to be
close to ground truths. Right: The detector tries to outputs as many
detections as possible when NMS parameters are tuned with mAP.
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Figure 10. Detections with different NMS parameters. NMS pa-
rameters are tuned with OC-cost (Left) and mAP (Right). mAP
encourages detectors to outputs many detections with low confi-
dence scores because mAP’s priority is to increase the chance to
get true positives. Unlike mAP, OC-cost penalizes false positives.

cost instead of mAP when a detector needs to avoid redun-
dant detections. OC-cost is particularly useful for applica-
tions that require detections to be filtered beforehand.

5. Discussions

Limitations. The main challenge in evaluation measures
for object detection tasks is noise in annotations [10]. Ob-
ject detection datasets inevitably contain noise in annota-
tions. The noise can be introduced mainly due to ambigu-
ity in categories/locations and annotators’ skills. Like most
evaluation measures, OC-cost also assumes that ground
truths are correct. When ground-truth annotations have
noise, OC-cost can underrate or overrate the detector’s per-
formance. Designing an evaluation measure considering a
noise model representing how noise is generated will be

an essential topic. Another issue is the category similar-
ity for classification cost. Current OC-cost treats all cate-
gories equally. However, some applications have category-
dependent risk of misclassification, e.g., misclassifying a
car into a truck is less critical than a person into a traffic
light in autonomous driving. Considering category relation-
ships is also an important issue of LVIS benchmark [9].

Social impact. Many real-world applications use object
recognition technologies, and users of such applications are
found in various regions, with different economic situations
and cultural backgrounds. Object recognition technologies
have to work well for all users, and if a technology disre-
gards any group of users, such inequality has to be detected.
A prior work reported that popular cloud services drop their
performance for images from certain groups of users [6].
Per-image evaluation like OC-cost is useful to detect per-
formance degradation in those cases.

The choice of the evaluation measure has a significant
impact on the detector’s behavior. This choice should be
based on the various conditions of the final application.
However, due to the complexity of such decision, it is pos-
sible to make a mistake in selection of a evaluation measure
or hyper-parameters. Misuse of the evaluation measure can
increase the risk of failure in the final application. To mit-
igate these problems, providing guidelines and typical ap-
plication scenarios would be useful so that users understand
the effects and limitations of using the measure intuitively.

6. Conclusions
We introduce a novel measure, OC-cost, for evaluating

object detectors. We define a cost to correct detections to
ground truths as a performance measure. The experimental
results demonstrate that OC-cost is consistent with human
preference to some extent. We also demonstrate that OC-
cost has the capability to facilitate a fair comparison.

As we discussed, OC-cost and mAP evaluate detectors
based on different assumptions. mAP focuses on evaluating
ranking performance over a dataset, while OC-cost evalu-
ates the per-image detection accuracy. For deeper under-
standing of detectors, we recommend using multiple evalu-
ation measures that have different evaluation policies.

OC-cost can be considered as a dissimilarity measure for
labeled bounding boxes. Not only for detector evaluation,
extending OC-cost for other applications is an interesting
future direction. A potential application is layout genera-
tion. OC-cost-like measures would be helpful in sampling
or retrieving layouts [17] and analysis of generated layouts.
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